Connors'    lack   of   prior   knowledge   fails   to   establish   a  defense.
His   testimony   that   the   ctews   "had   been   fastidious   in   keeping   it
clean"    (Tr.    609,   610)   tuns   counter   to   the   facts   observed   by   those
persons   who   were   in   the   lube   shop,
For   these   reasons   Citation   337741   should   he   affirmed.
Civi1   Penalty
As   previously   noted   the   statutory   criteria   for   assessing
civil   penalties   are   set   forth   in   30   U.S.C.   §   820(a).      The
operator's   prior   history   indicates   it  was   assessed   59  violations
in   the   two   years   beginning   April   29,   1978   (Exhibit   Pi).      The
parties   stipulated   that   the   size   of   the  operator's  mine   was
273,078   man   hours   per   year   ( Tr .   3,   230,   Notice   of   Assessments).
The   operator   was   negligent   since   the   grease   and   oil   accumulations
were   obvious   and   should   have   been   seen   by   supervisors.      In
addition   the   operator   should   have  been   particularily   attentive   to
this   problem  as   the   lube   bay   since   it  had   been   cited   in   the
previous   week   for   the   same   condition.     The   parties   stipulated   that
the   proposed   penalty   will   not   adversely  affect   respondent's
ability   to   continue   in   business   (Tr.   3).
The  gravity  of   the violation  is   severe,      A misplaced
smoldering   cigarette   could   cause   a   fire   with   the   possibility   of
severe   consequences.     Respondent  did   not  abate   this   condition
until   the   inspector   ordered   the  miners  withdrawn   from   the   lube
bay.
Considering   the   statutory  criteria,   I  consider   that   the
proposed   penalty   of   $1,250   is   appropriate.      It   should   be
affirmed.
Conclusions   of   Law
Based   on   the   entire   record   and   the   factual   findings  made   in
the   narrative  portions  of   this   decision,   the   following   conclusions
of   law  are  made:
1.	The   Commission   has   jurisdiction   to   decide   these   cases.
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 2.	Respondent   violated   the  mandatory  standards  as  alleged   in
Citation   Nos.   576949,   576958,    576959,   577061   A,   and   577061   R,
Further,   the   proposed   penalties   in   the   total   sum  of  $2,122  are
appropriate   for   such  violations   and   they   should   be   affirmed,
 3.	The   settlement   of   Citation   576953   is   approved   together
with   the   amended   penalty  of   $65,     The  violation   as  alleged   is    ;
affirmed  but   it   shall   not   he   classified  as   significant   and
substantial.
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